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Professional Trapping Is Tough
WILLIAM

STALPES

Trapping As a Hobby or for 'Small Change' is Fun;
But Fireside Dreamers with Visions of
a Lucrative Trapline — Take Heed!
Professional trapping is not only
highly competitive, but also physically
and mentally arduous. Consequently,
there are few professional trappers. Of
the many people who secretly yearn to
spend their lives trapping in the wilderness, few of them even partially
Former Warden W I L L I A M STALPES, Minneapolis, wrote for the Volunteer this
realistic true-to-life tale of the trapline,
as told to him by trapper-friend, Bob
Himes, of Ray, Minnesota.

understand how rigorous the job is.
To gain insight into the hardships of
a successful professional trapper, I consulted one of the few authorities in
the upper midwest. This man trapped
his first wolf when he was 12 years old
and has been "busting the buck-brush"
ever since. Unlike the stereotype of a
backwoods trapper, Bob Himes, now
48 years old, is a soft-spoken, unassuming, 160 pound bundle of sinewy
perseverance.
Bob headquarters at rural Ray,
Minnesota, which is just 18 miles below
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the border town of International Falls.
His primary trapping grounds, which
cover about 50 square miles, lie northeast of Ray on the Kabetogama Peninsula. Most of this vast, stern wilderness
area is accessible only during freeze-up
because the topography of the peninsula is one of forbidding spruce and
tamarack swamps which wind seemingly endlessly between islands rich
with broadleafed trees. With 35 years
experience in this wilderness workshop, Bob Himes cites three major
factors which now make the professional trapper's business highly competitive: lack of wildlife, unethical
sportsmen, and declining f u r values.
This is Bob's story, just as he told it
to me:
"Ever
diminishing
numbers
of
money-making predators and furbearing animals threatens the existence
of a professional trapper. I have
trapped more than 5000 wolves in my
time. Wolves are trapped for bounty,
not for the practically worthless value
of their hides. The bounty on an adult
timber wolf is currently $35.00 and
on a brush wolf or coyote, $25.00. At
one time, wolf bounties provided a
substantial portion of my income; now
however, encroaching civilization has
deteriorated so much of the former
wolf range that wolves are no longer
abundant; in fact, they are becoming
rather scarce," the veteran trapper
said.
"There are probably no more than
400 timber wolves left in the entire
state. Each year the number of timber
wolves trapped seems to offset the
natural increase so that the state's wolf
population would gradually diminish
were it not for the annual migrants
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from Canada. The buffalo wolf, or red
wolf, which is a subspecies of the timber wolf, must be extinct. I trapped
two of these wolves in 1939 and have
had no reports of one being taken since.
I once trapped 13 wolves in one day,
five timber wolves and eight brush
wolves; liable to take me more than
a month to do that now.
"Another important predator which
once provided a large margin of my
income is the bobcat. The bounty on
cats is currently $15.00. My record
year produced 115 cats. At the present
time the cat population is so low that I
expect to trap no more than 20 cats
per winter. The remaining predator
which is trapped for bounty in my area
is the Canadian Lynx. This great
traveling cat has never been abundant
in my lifetime. Although the bounty on
them is also $15.00, I have trapped no
more than two in any one winter,"
Bob emphasized. Then he spoke of the
fox.
"The one predator that has showed
a marked increase since 1945 is the
red fox. I have trapped thousands of
fox during my career and as many as
25 in a single day. Since there is no
bounty on fox in my county, they are
really a headache; they ruin so many
wolf sets.
"The reduced numbers of moneymaking predators is paralleled by the
reduced numbers of animals trapped
solely for their f u r values. Mink is our
main money-maker in terms of saleable furs. Consequently, there are more
mink trappers than all other types of
trappers combined. This results in an
unusually heavy harvest of mink each
year. Each year increasing numbers of
part-time mink trappers must share
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fewer mink. For quite some time I
averaged around 60 mink per year.
My best year netted 147 pelts. Under
present conditions I feel fortunate if I
take 20 mink.
"Beaver mark the one exception to
the trend of decreasing numbers of furbearers. This ambitious rodent, which
was once nearly trapped to extinction,
became fairly numerous through much
of the state until recently; greedy land
practices now spell doom for the
beaver. The present state law, which
provides for more equal distribution
of beaver amongst trappers, limits the
number that each trapper may take to
ten. However, in areas where beaver
are a nuisance, special beaver permits
enable the trapper to harvest additional beaver," the trapper said.
"There are several other species of
fur-bearers up here, but they don't
fatten the sock much. Otter are making
a favorable comeback; thanks to strict
regulations. Only three otter per
trapper may be taken each season.
Fisher are also on the increase but
they are still completely protected.
The muskrat population was never
high here but now they are really
scarce. When the muskrat population
was higher I used to take between 100
and 200 pelts per season; I don't even
bother to trap them now.
"The weasel population is also at
a very low ebb. Some years back, I
was able to trap about 300 a year; I
don't bother with them either anymore. Our two rarest fur-bearers are
the wolverine and marten. I had a
wolverine in a trap in 1948, but he
pulled free. Before that time I'd see
.an occasional track, but I haven't seen
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one since, until this past winter, I saw
a wolverine's tracks one day and the
boys spotted the animal the following
day. The marten has proved even
rarer; I have never trapped one; in
fact I have seen only one marten track
since 1936. However, I hear of an occasional marten being taken.
"In addition to the competition resulting f r o m ever diminishing numbers
of fur-bearing animals, the professional
trapper is also handicapped by the
ever increasing poaching by illegal
trapping."
"Undoubtedly the worst enemy of
the honest trapper is the early trapper.
Fifteen years ago we were seldom
bothered, but now the poacher is able
to keep his furs in a deep-freeze
throughout the year; consequently,
poachers begin trapping long before
the legal season begins. Most f u r bearers are great travelers, this makes
them highly susceptible to poaching
because their long journeys
eventually
expose them to the poacher's traps.
"Thieves also account for a large
margin of the professional
trapper's
profit. Thieves take not only the
trapped animals but also the traps.
Last fall and winter, 17 wolves were
stolen from me; the year before, 19. I
also lose about 10 mink and at least
as many beaver each fall. Generally, I
lose between 40 to 50 traps a year.
Some of these traps cost only $5.00
apiece, but some cost $150.00 a dozen.
Thieves take the gravy off the trapper's
profit," Himes said. Then he spoke of
another hazard.
"In addition to the severe competition resulting from dwindling game
species and unethical sportsmen, the
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Trapper Bob Himes kneels in the
sota bobcats taken on his trapline.
less," he said, "1 make the better
f o r sale." W r i t e r Bill Staples said
bobcat ever taken a n y w h e r e . "
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snow w i t h 54-pound and 48-pound Minne"Since predatory pelts are practically worthpelts into rugs or mount superior specimens
54-pounder, to his knowledge, is "largest

professional trapper faces yet a third
serious threat: the problem of everdeclining fur values. Beaver reflect the
most marked decrease in value. For a
few years beaver pelts sold for $1.00
an inch. In 1943 I sold 12 beaver pelts
for $1000.00. The average price per
pelt new is about $8.00 to $10.00. Under the present permit control system,
I take about 200 beaver a year.
"Unlike the beaver, the value of
mink pelts has remained relatively
stable. At one time a good mink pelt

was worth $40.00 but the average
price usually ranges between $10.00
and $20.00. Lesser fur-bearers suffered a drastic cut in value. Muskrat
pelts once reached a high between
$1.50 and $2.50; now, a good rat
will bring less than a dollar. Weasel
furs were also quite valuable at one
time. I once sold 300 pelts f o r $3.00
apiece. At that time the fur-buyer
didn't even examine the pelts; now,
weasels aren't worth 50 cents apiece.
"Faced with this reality of dwin-
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dling number of fur-bearers and cascading fur-values, the professional
trapper must use ingenuity to survive.
Since predator pelts are practically
worthless, I make the better pelts into
rugs. I also mount some of the exceptionally good specimens. Both rugs
and trophies are readily saleable. It is
this rug-making and taxidermy
work
that enables me to work throughout
the summer when there is no trapping
to be done.
"Rug-making is a very tedious job
and I'm sure I would have stopped
making them long ago were it not
for the very able assistance of my wife
Irma. She has a knack f o r the fine
work. My three children pitch in and
help whenever they can; daughter
Bobbette, 13, is still home but the two
boys are away at college; Wade, 23,
attends the University of Minnesota;
Dale, 19, attends Bemidji State College," Bob said — with understandable
pride.
"In addition to the problems arising
from the declining income of saleable
furs, the trapper's work is both backbreaking and dangerous. I work seven
days a week from fall through spring;

into the woods at daybreak and out
after dark; then home to skin out the
day's take. The skinning jobs often
last until midnight or later depending
on how much I have to skin. It is
very important that a trapper keep
his work on schedule.
"I try to check my wolf sets and
mink traps every three days. Since I
have only a few bobcat and fox sets,
I check them along with the wolf
sets. I also check the open-water
beaver sets every three days, but
beaver sets through the ice need be
checked only once each week. If this
schedule isn't rigidly kept, I might
get too far behind to ever catch-up.
For instance, when a trapped wolf
pulls the drag free, I spend several
hours or maybe even most of the day
tracking him down. I always get the
wolf, but valuable time is lost.
"When a bear drags my wolf-set
away, I prepare f o r a long hike. Then
too, some trapped beaver freeze into
the ice. Chiseling them free often
takes an hour or more because care
must be taken not to damage the pelt.
"Furthermore,
I prefer
setting
beaver sets in open water because
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beaver are easier to trap this way;
however, beaver sets through the ice
are m o r e effective. D r o w n i n g sets prevent beaver f r o m pulling f r e e of the
trap. T h e ice is often 18-20 inches
thick and I sometimes cut t w o or
three holes b e f o r e I get the right set;
this is really time consuming. Actually, there are m a n y days when
nothing seems to work out and I return h o m e very disgusted, feeling that
so little was accomplished," the trapper stated. T h e n he spoke of the arduous physical labor involved.
"In addition to being time consuming, our w o r k is also very difficult. Packing out a good day's catch
pushes a m a n to the limit of physical
endurance. A n adult beaver weighs,
on the average, about 50 pounds;
however m a n y beaver greatly exceed
this average. T h r e e beaver that I
caught in one day last winter averaged 70 p o u n d s apiece. T h e heaviest
beaver that I have ever taken weighed
86 pounds (largest taken in the state
weighed 96 p o u n d s ) . I have also
trapped, packed out, and skinned as
high as 17 beaver in one day.
"These beaver must be carried out
of the woods at distances ranging
f r o m a few yards to several miles.
Considering that I already carry a
pack with traps, a chisel, and an axe;
this packing-out job presents a nasty
problem. Occasionally, the weather is
reasonably w a r m and I skin out the
carcasses in the woods. Since the
weather is seldom favorable, sometimes 35 below zero, the c u m b e r s o m e
beaver must usually be packed out
and skinned at h o m e to save time.
" A n o t h e r animal that is difficult to
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pack out is the timber wolf. This
rangy beast generally weighs between
80 and 100 pounds. Since this shy
creature is seldom f o u n d near civilization, the trapping of one usually results in a long hike. T h e wolf is m u c h
easier to pelt-out than the beaver;
I a m often able to skin t h e m in the
woods. A t the present time only the
pelt of the timber wolf with f r o n t
feet attached need be presented f o r
the $35.00 bounty. Years ago the entire carcass h a d to be presented f o r
what was then a $15.00 bounty. M a n y
of the wolves at that time would have
to have been carried five or six miles;
consequently 50 or more were left
lying in the woods," he said. A n d
n o w he told of danger on the trapline.
"Trapping is Dangerous"
" N o t only is the trapper's job highly competitive and physically arduous,
but also very dangerous. The danger
results from attacks by enraged or
frightened
animals. These attacks occur all too frequently.
I have been attacked by bears at least 25 times; they
present the most dangerous problem.
I don't set traps for bear; but they do
get caught in m y wolf sets. T h e wolf
traps are connected to drags with sixfeet lengths of two-ought chain; the
drag itself has an eight-inch shank
with two four-inch anchor-like hooks.
"This set-up will hold the largest
bear in the woods. Bear are really a
nuisance. On the average I trap 50 of
them a year with my wolf sets. Usually the trapped bear drags the t r a p for
quite some distance and I have to
track the beast down. This situation
is what led to my most hair-raising
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experience in the woods. T h a t particular fall the berry crop was very poor
and the bear were extremely active.
Since timber wolves relish bear meat
at this time of year, they too were
very active. Of all the traps that I
checked that day, every trap had h a d
a visitor. If the trap didn't have a
bear or wolf in it, the trap was either
sprung or dragged away. Late that
afternoon I began tracking the drag
marks of a trap that was undoubtedly
fastened to a bear. T h e drag m a r k s
led into a tamarack swamp that still
bore the scars of a violent windstorm.
"As I pushed on into the swamp,
trees lay uprooted and entangled in all
directions. Darkness was coming on.
T h e drag marks were becoming very
hard to read. I wanted to turn back,
but I kept thinking of the time that
would be lost if I waited until the
next day to finish the job.
Foolishly,
yet cautiously I inched forward. T h e
drag marks turned sharply to the right
of the roots of a huge upended tree
that had been ripped f r o m the soil.
As I passed the huge clump of roots,
my eyes turning sharply to the right,
the bear lunged f r o m behind the
tangled mass of roots on my left. I
was off balance as I wheeled around
and fired blindly f r o m the hip with
my .300 Savage. Luckily the bullet
entered the bear's gaping m o u t h and
shattered his spine. H e fell dead at
my feet.
"I shook so nervously
that I sat
down to calm myself,"
the trapper
said. " M o m e n t s later I tracked out
the drag m a r k s and f o u n d that that
cunning bear had deliberately
made
a wide circle to the right and then to
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the left where he lay in ambush. Although that attack was most nerve
wracking, it was so unexpected that I
barely had time to be afraid. This certainly is not the case when I find a
cub bear in my trap. As soon as the
cub starts squealing, it's just a matter
of time b e f o r e the old sow bear comes
charging through the underbrush.
"I release these cubs whenever I
can but there is simply no arguing
with an enraged m o t h e r bear. Needless to say, m a n y of the bear that I
kill are wasted; a f t e r all, there is n o
reasonable way in the world to get
some of them out of the woods. W h e n ever possible, however, I utilize the
hide, meat and fat. T h e good hides
I m a k e into rugs. T h e meat I enjoy
eating. T h e fat, boiled down f o r cooking purposes, m a k e s very good lard.
Bear grease in also a w o n d e r f u l
leather preservative.
"My Biggest Bear"
"The largest bear that I was able
to take h o m e and weigh, weighed 4 5 8
pounds; but I killed one once that
I'm sure weighed between 700 and
800 pounds. T h e bear was too f a r
back in the woods to salvage but I
did want to save the head. However,
I had other f u r s to pack out that night
and when I returned at a later date,
other bears had completely destroyed
the carcass of the trophy bear.
"Although
the bear is the
most
feared animal in the wilderness,
wolves
will occasionally raise the hackle on a
man's head. Now and again I read a
story that tells how no authentic
record of wolves eating men exists. The
simple explanation is that the authentic records have been eaten.
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"Back in 1935," Himes continued,
"while I was p a r k e d in a field talking
t o a f a r m e r , a brush wolf trotted
across the field and sat down in the
brush a short distance away. I grabbed
the car-crank and m a d e f o r her. Instead of retreating,
the wolf
came
after me; I raced back to the
truck.
A s the wolf stalked around the truck
I noticed that she h a d a ragged right
ear. Later that year I trapped her and
seven of her pups which she no doubt
h a d at the time when I first saw her.
A n o t h e r time I was sitting on a
beaver d a m eating lunch when a timber wolf stepped o n t o the f a r side of
t h e d a m a short 15 feet away. Because I wasn't carrying a gun that
day, I sat perfectly
still.
" T h e wolf snarled and paced nervously to and f r o f o r several minutes
before leaving. I believe if I would
have moved that day, the wolf would
have attacked me. I have also heard
wolves following me in the brush for
long distances without ever
presenting
themselves
for a shot. Of
course
trapped wolves often attack, but under the circumstances,
that is what
the trapper
expects.
"Last summer, m y son, Dale, was
attacked by a timber wolf that was
unprovoked. Dale was fishing on
T o m Cod's Creek just two miles f r o m
h o m e when a timber wolf appeared
o n the opposite side of the creek.
Dale's dog jumped into the river and
started swimming toward the wolf.
T h e dog was in the water barely
sooner than the wolf who also plunged
into the water and m a d e for the dog.
" D a l e dropped his fishing gear,
Taced to the jeep, and grabbed f r a n -
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tically f o r the .300 Savage. N o shells!
By this time Dale's dog was already
in the jeep so Dale started the jeep
and took off across country for h o m e .
T h e wolf followed for only a short
distance, which was a stroke of luck
for Dale.
"Treed By A Bull Moose"
"Occasionally, even moose and deer
stage these seemingly unprovoked attacks. Moose are well k n o w n for their
bad tempers; I avoid t h e m whenever
possible. I've been treed several times
but usually the moose leaves in a
f e w minutes. Last September a bull
moose kept me treed f o r several hours.
T h a t ' s the longest time I have ever
sat in a tree. If that moose would have
stayed just a few minutes longer, I'm
sure I would have shot him.
"/ was attacked
by a buck
deer
only once in my life; and that was
a close call. Earlier that day I had
fallen against a rock-pile and
broken
a bottle of wolf-scent in my
knapsack.
Later that day I surprised a sleeping
buck and he charged f r o m a very
short distance away. I shot the deer
in the face; when he fell, his horn
hit my shoe. I'm sure the wolf-scent
was responsible f o r this incident; f o r
20 years I've been perfecting my
predator scents."
T h e author concludes a professional
trapper faces stern competition, backbreaking labor, and hazardous situations. On the other hand, a novice
could start in the trapping business
for just a few h u n d r e d dollars. But
before a novice could gain
enough
experience to compete successfully
in
the present trapping game, he would,
chances are, starve to death.

